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Aikido Testing 3/11/2016
On March 11th 2016, The Center for Aikido&
Tang Soo Do Studies conducted Kyu rank
testing. Students demonstrated their knowledge
of techniques that were on the testing
requirements list, as well as techniques from
memory that were not. Thank you to everyone
that came to support the students and the school.
Thank you to Sifu Mike Anderson of Dao USA:
Pikes Peak Chapter for attending this special
event.

Tang Soo Do Testing 3/12/2016
Gup rank testing was held for all Tang Soo Do students
on Saturday, March 12th 2016 at the Center. Students
were given the opportunity to demonstrate their progress
and development in understanding and execution of the
many techniques, forms and combinations of Tang Soo

Do. The Center would like to extend a special thank you
to guest instructor Michael Parenteau Sabom-Nim of
The Tangsoology Institute of Longmont for making the
trip down to Colorado Springs for this special event
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CPMDDA Promotions 4/1/2016
Promotions for both Aikido and Tang Soo Do were
held on April 1st 2016 at The Center for Aikido and
Tang Soo Do Studies. A large group of students
received new rankings and each got a special
certificate from the school as their families and
friends observed. A special thank you to Sifu Mike

Anderson of Dao USA: Pikes Peak Chapter for
attending and supporting the group. Congratulations
to all of those who earned their next rank, and keep
up the hard work.

Aikido Joint Practice and Promotions
6/4/2016
On Saturday, June 4th 2016, Colorado Springs Community Aikido hosted a joint practice the members
of Aiwa Dojo of The Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do Studies. Congratulations to Hal Render Sensei
from Colorado Springs Community Aikido and to Jude Miller Sensei of Aiwa Dojo, on their promotion
to Yon Dan (4th Dan) on June 4th. Thank you for continuing to cultivate your knowledge of Aikido
and for helping to spread Aikido in the Colorado Springs and El Paso county community.
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Aikido Communal Practice
6/18/2016
On Saturday, June 18, 2016 members of
Aiwa Dojo participated in a Communal
Aikido Workout. Hosted by Doushinjuku
dojo in Denver and led by Les Stevenson
Sensei, nearly 30 students from four dojo
participated. The next Communal

Workout is scheduled for Saturday,
September 17th at the Center for Aikido &
Tang Soo Do Studies in Colorado
Springs. Thank you to all who supported
this wonderful event.

GWN Dragon Boat Festival
8/27/2016

On Saturday, August 27th 2016, members of Pikes
Peak Dao and The Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do
Studies participated in the Dragon Boat races at
Memorial Park. Thanks to some excellent last
minute coaching from a couple of experienced
steersmen, our team, The Flying Dragons, was able to
win our final race and place first in the Premier
Mixed “B” Division Consolation bracket. Thank you
again to all who participated in this experience!
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What Aikido Means to Me

held close to me values, which to other

By James Mace
7

th

people are less than miniscule. So I started

kyu Aikido

searching for what everyone else values.

At first, I thought it would be a way
to teach my son how to control his

While it was hard to understand at first why

emotional self through his physical self.

someone would want a pair of Jordans to

While I still agree with this I disagree with

play junior high basketball in over a friend,

the mental arrangements I had when he

it was very easy to go down the same road

started.

of materialism. The lack of guidance from
my parents made it very easy for me to trust
Through my research of this and
in my misguided peers. Even when I

other forms of martial arts, it is becoming
concluded poor relationships with “friends”
apparent to me that it is not my son who
had no depth, I thought THEY were
needs to work on himself. However I am
weighing me down spiritually. I was still
seeing that it is I who needs the work and he
drowning in a mindset of hiding all my
will be the beneficiary of it.
imperfections and acting like I have it all
I have been searching for where I fit

together.

in, whether it is socially or at work. In
So I had all the perfect views of how
general my life has been a search for
things should be around me with zero
something I did not yet know. I had always
knowledge of how to affect these things. So
5

my ego got bigger and my personality got

but never did I truly understand until the

smaller. I thought I was making all the right

25th. I need to put down the temporary form

decisions just to quit when it got hard. Even

of gratification: beer, fast food, weed,

moving to the Springs follows this path. I

movies, etc. and pick up the permanent ones.

work my butt off to get ahead, see a bump in

Working on myself will help me work with

the road and change course. Following my

my family, will help me work with my

mindset of someone else will get the details

education will help me work with my career.

down for me while I work hard at work

I am not an addict, I am not lazy, I am not

only. The wife/school teachers/Sensei will

entitled. I feel like I am confused.

keep the kid in line, while I punish instead

I am taking my scholarship from

of teach. The employer will invest in me,

Sensei Miller seriously and will be working

while I don’t invest in myself. I have

on these things through martial arts as a

acknowledged this only through Sensei

whole; mind-body unification.

Miller.
Why I Train Martial Arts
Sensei Miller’s Aikido class on

By David Kelley
7

Wednesday the 25th of May is when I

th

kyu Aikido

I choose to study martial arts for

realized these things. I have realized that
what Aikido means to me is that if I want to

multiple reasons. Selfishly, I have long

be a successful parent, employee, friend,

wanted to earn a black belt. I started with

student or and person I must first get to

Judo, 30 long years ago, but only studied for

know who I am. I have heard that saying

a few months, due to it being the choice of a

you can’t love someone until you love

mother and father putting their kids in a

yourself. Always thinking I understand it,

“self-defense” class, rather than me picking
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an Art to pursue. About 10 years after that, I

have really enjoyed the atmosphere at the

started taking classical Japanese JuJitsu, and

Dojo the times I have been able to

was enjoying it, but due to some bad

participate and observe. So I'm looking

decision making, my life went a direction

forward to progressing to being a better

that I was not mentally disciplined enough

martial artist.

to seriously study an Art.

Light to dark
By John Krause

My decision to study Aikido stems

7

th

kyu Aikido

from wanting to complete my goal of
Light to dark, and light again,
earning a black belt, to prove to myself that I
Though not by the long path.
can. I chose Aikido, as it is the closest form
Can death become life?
I could find to the JuJitsu I began studying,
Will the spine hold?
as I have very little interest in taking
Many changes, many opportunities.
Brazilian JuJitsu. I am not looking to get
All is different.
into MMA / Cage fighting. I have more
Except, of course, everything is the same.
purpose for learning an Art to use in
Sa Bom Nim enjoys being a student.
maintaining a healthy lifestyle, peaceful
Even the youngest teaches him more,
center, and healthy relationships. I have had
more than he teaches her.
a very good couple of years in terms of
All learn. All teach.
personal development, having found
The difference becomes blurred
effective ways to overcome my clinical
in a mind that will not quiet
depression and social anxiety, and with luck,
and banters like a child.
Aikido (and maybe Tang?) will continue to
The universe may be infinite,
help me be active and mentally healthy. I
making its center everywhere.
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I am not, and mine is yet to be found.

thing I learned is my center. The third thing

The feet are good, but do not move.

I learned is to focus and remembering.

The knee has new life, but does not bend.

Another thing I learned is obeying.

Ki flows, but to what will?

I also like bowing to O’ Sensei

Not yet one.

because I respect O’ Sensei. I like you

Yet it is spring and the seedling hatches

because you are nice and friendly. My

It grows but a cell at time,

favorite part about Aikido is when you

yet doubles in a day.

threw us to get us over our fear of rolling.

Miller Sensei honors me.

That’s all I can say about why I like to go to

May I return the honor.

Aikido.

Respect
Aikido Rolls

By Kaelyn Dieter (Age 8)
7

th

kyu Aikido

By Connor Dieter (Age 8)
7

These are some reasons why I like to

th

kyu Aikido

I like Aikido because you can defend

go to Aikido. The first thing is shikko

yourself without hurting people. It also is

walking. Why I like shikko walking is

fun to throw people. When you throw people

because it makes me feel happy. The second

it gives you a chance to run. Black belt is the

thing is Tenkan. Why I like Tenkan is

last belt you get. When I get a new belt I

because when you do it you kind of spin in a

will be happy. I also like standing up rolls.

circle and pose. The third thing I like is my

Also I like going on the ground and doing

rolls. Why I like to do rolls is because they

the rolls. I like the gi because it looks like a

are similar to summersaults.

big marshmallow. I would eventually like to
This is some things I learned. The

do back rolls.

first thing I learned is balance. The second
8

my body better. If I work hard I will get
Techniques and Rolls

bigger, stronger and be better at Aikido.

By Jaidyn Dieter (Age 9)
7

th

I like doing Tenkan, turtle rolls, and

kyu Aikido

forward rolls. I want to get better at

What I like about Aikido is our rolls
and the techniques that we get to do rolls in.

backwards rolls, Ikkyo, Nikkyo, and

My favorite thing we have done is the rolls

Sankyo. I like helping other students, asking

off the chair. It is fun when we do them.

questions, and cleaning mats. I like training

When I tried one standing I was scared at

with Sensei because he is a good teacher. I

first but now I do them all the time at home.

want to train for a long time because I like

I am braver, more respectful and more

Aikido, it makes me strong!

organized too.

My Thoughts on Aikido
By Nea Dumakowski (Age
9?)

When we put our shoes straight I do
it at home too. I have been braver since we

7

th

kyu Aikido

I like Aikido because you can learn

did the rolls off the chair. I have been more
respectful to my siblings since we have been

different ways to defend yourself in a non-

bowing. I really like Aikido.

violent way. I enjoy being at the Dojo. You
can progress and improve over time. I look

My Thoughts on Aikido

up to Sensei and the other students. I get

By Benny Dumakowski (Age
5)
7

th

excited to go to Aikido to learn and review

kyu Aikido

techniques.
I like Aikido because I want to get
Some of my favorite things that I

big and strong. I want to learn how to work

have learned so far are Tenkan, Ikkyo, turtle
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rolls, forward rolls, and Shikko walking. My

That intrigued me. After watching my first

goals for Aikido are to get better at forward

class, I knew I was hooked.

rolls and get stronger legs. I also would like

As a child, I always seemed to have

to remember the names of techniques. I want

a different connection to things than my

to better control mind, body, and spirit, and

peers. I could see and feel things in others

show respect.

that they didn’t seem to notice. I could

I chose Aikido to protect myself; to

connect deeply to their emotions and could

learn how to use my body. I get to exercise

feel what they felt. I understand now that I

my mind and body. I look forward to

was using my connection to ki. However, at

training and I will work hard to improve in

the time, being different made me feel self-

Aikido. I will work hard and won’t give up,

conscious. I ended up hiding myself and

even when I make mistakes.

pulling away from others. “Better to be
alone than different” was what I thought.

What Aikido Means to Me
By Shannon Sulzen
7

th

Even my act of hiding myself has

kyu Aikido

helped hone my Aikido though. Growing up,
The first time I ever heard about
I used to imagine pulling all my thoughts,
Aikido was in a recorded sermon I got from
feelings and emotions into my chest and
church. The priest mentioned meeting a boy
then sending it out in a burst of light to calm
who practiced Aikido and asking what the
myself, kind of like Iron Man shooting

point of it was. The boy replied “The point

energy out of his chest arc reactor. Once I
of Aikido is to leave your opponent laughing
started Aikido, it hasn’t been all that

on the floor thinking “I can’t possible win.”

difficult to move it down to my one point
instead, though consistency is something I
10

By Miya Rhodes (Age 8?)

still need to work on. Aikido is teaching me

8

th

gup Tang Soo Do

how to rediscover myself and to hone this
Tang Soo Do is a great way to build
gift of connection that I have.
skills like motor skills and confidence. I've
I have learned that Aikido is not just

been here for a few months now and I am

training in the Dojo. I have found myself

already a yellow stripe. I know a lot because

using it throughout the day. I practice

I train hard. As time goes by you will learn

walking centered, I breathe from my center

new things. Always train hard, it shows a lot

to calm myself (especially useful when

of improvement. You get really good at the

single parenting a 4 year old and a 1 year

older things and a challenge which soon

old). I lift from my center building my

becomes old if you train hard. Train as hard

garden beds, and I used my center to help

as possible. Actually, it makes you a

me climb the incline while carrying my

stronger person.

oldest. My husband and I are open to all
Before I tried Tang Soo Do I tried
children God will send us, and as a wife, a
Aikido. Aikido is where you learn a
stay at home mom, a home maker and soon
different form of self-defense, nothing like
to be a homesteader, I know there will be
Tang Soo Do, though. In Aikido you will
days, maybe even weeks or months I will be
throw and get thrown. Besides, in either art,
unable to train at a Dojo. However, I know
now that this doesn’t mean I will have to

do not train like a wimp. Listen to

quit; it just means I will use Aikido at home

instructions and focus. Do what you think

in my everyday life until I am able to return.

you see.
What I like most about Tang Soo Do

Thoughts About Tang Soo
Do

is that you get pushed harder than in Aikido
11

and in my opinion you learn a lot more than

Martial Arts

Aikido. Still train hard, as hard as you can.

By JT Harrison (age 9?)

Show your instructor you are not a wimp

8
gup Tang Soo Do/7
Aikido

th

th

Kyu

I think I need to offer an apology to

show him you are better than a wimp.
Wimps won't get past even white belt, so

the Dojo and my teacher for the lack of

don't be a wimp. Don't just train in class but

effort I have been showing in class lately. I

also at home. You go there to learn you go

like Aikido and Tang Soo Do. I know I need

home to practice.

to practice more so that I can get better and
test for my next belt. I really want to be a

My goal is to be amazing at Tang

black belt. I don’t like it when Sensei

Soo Do; to know every form and
corrects me for not paying attention and
combination in Tang Soo Do. I want to be
does it in front of the whole class.
really outstanding at it. I want to teach white
It’s harder for me to keep my form

belts and other belts new forms. I want to
teach them to train hard to help them

when we are marching in Tang because I

achieve their goal whatever it is. Still my

feel like everyone is moving faster than I am

goal is to train until I die. I might be able to

and I can’t keep up. This makes my form

teach Tang Soo Do, one day I might be an

sloppy, but if I practiced more my form

instructor of Tang Soo Do. My goal will be

would be better even if I couldn’t keep up. I

achieved by training hard. Anyone's goal

will try to do better.

will be achieved by training hard and

Aikido is the hardest for me to stay

focusing.

focused in because there is so much sitting
and I get bored real fast. I like the falling

So those are my thoughts on Tang

and tumbling and do know that I need to try

Soo Do.
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harder to stay focused so that I don’t get hurt

back on my experiences during the short

if I get thrown. I really like all the new

time Tang Soo Do has been in my life.

things I am learning in class and will do

After reflecting for some time, my
memories took me back to the nights when I

better to show it and practice more.

did not want to come to class because I felt

Martial Arts is about respect and

too anxious to leave my house. Sadly, a few

honor and I have not done a very good job

nights I gave into the anxiety and stayed at

of showing that lately. I apologize for that

home (which ironically made me feel worse

and want to do better and honor the

because I was not in class). However, during

traditions that are being passed down and

one class early in my journey, Miller-Sabom

respect the culture that they came from. I

said something along the lines of “the

will practice more and do my best to focus

hardest thing to do [concerning class] was

more in class and not goof around so much.

getting through the front door”. I really took

I really want to be promoted to my next

that to heart and I began to push myself just

belts so I need to really start working harder

to open the front door and step outside

to make sure that happens. I hope Sensei and

whenever I felt too anxious to leave home.

the class can forgive me for not putting me

Once I was outside I got in my car

best foot forward recently and give me the

and drove. And once I was there, I told

chance to do better.

myself, “well you’re already here so just go
Tang Soo Do

inside, have fun in class, and you will feel so

By Angelica Price
8

th

much better.” So I got myself out of the car

gup Tang Soo Do

and went into class. And wouldn’t you know

Before sitting down to write this, I

it, once I was there, I didn’t want to leave! I

tried my best to calm my mind and think
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was eager to learn so much more, and I

stronger, train to make my mind stronger,

found myself wanting to push myself

and train to make my spirit stronger.

beyond being comfortable so that I could

I was recently promoted to orange

grow both mentally and physically. I even

stripe, and it really made me proud to know

discovered that Tang Soo Do helped me

that even though life was tough, I was

spiritually as well. I would practice my

tougher, and that I could do anything I put

forms diligently while I was in class, and for

my mind to. I was a white belt, and now I

a while I would even come to the open mat

have worked hard enough and stuck with it

to learn even more.

to be promoted to the first rank. I know I

About six weeks into attending class,

still have a long way to go in Tang Soo Do,

I had to take care of a family member who

and I have things that I need to work on now

was diagnosed with cancer and had a major

in order to get better and become even more

surgery. This threw a wrench into my

resilient, but this beautiful art has really

motivation to want to continue, but I decided

done something special for me, and I can’t

that if I wanted to be more than what I am

wait to see where it takes me in the years to

right now, I couldn’t quit on myself. So

come.

despite the crazy amount of anxiety I had

aikido

from the stressors in my life, I pushed

By Nicole traceski
7

myself to go to class. Over time I realized

th

kyu Aikido

“It does not matter how slowly you go, as

that the Dojang is a safe place for me, and

long as you do not stop.” Confucius.

that I could leave all my worries at the door
Aikido is a journey. It's a journey

and just train. Train to make my body

into yourself; into who you are. The steps
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you take in Aikido are your own, but there

ask myself questions. Although I received

are people that come along with you.

some answers, other questions still remain
echoing in my mind.

Those that are on the journey with
you, the ones you train with; they become a

Aikido talks about balance, about

part of you. You may not see it until that

being virtuous. I asked, “Where is the line?

pivotal moment when your flaws come out,

What about good or bad? When is it time to

and they stay with you anyway. They guide

interfere? Aren’t we supposed to be good

you regardless; then it becomes clear.

and not evil? If someone attacks me
physically, mentally or spiritually, am I not

They see the life in you, the struggles

supposed to defend myself? How do I let go

in you, the human and inhuman sides of you

of these lines, this control?”

far more than maybe some you consider
close to you. They connect to you on a level

I suppose answers to those questions

that is far deeper than I can comprehend at

will come in time, and with more training.

this point.

But for right now, they stump me. We are so
used to attack and defend, victim and

Aikido’s journey isn’t a mindset set

persecutor mentality in today's World.

by how quickly we understand technique,

Instead of connecting at times it’s easy to

but how well we grasp the mental aspects, as

confuse the two.

well.

Aikido is about connection, although

I hit a pivotal point in my journey

more goes into Aikido than just connection.

where facing myself in the mirror through

This is one point I do struggle with and have

my training made me really have to think

since being a white belt.

about myself as a person. I had to reflect and
15

I'll connect with someone halfway

The people you train with help you

through, and then back down completely.

fight through the demons you face within

There is a part of me that thinks the

yourself and within the world. They become

connection severs because I begin to think

your family and your strength. They make

about defending myself, saving myself...and

you better and you make them better. At

I completely forget to just connect, and hold,

times it is both a beautiful blessing and a

hold, hold. Never stop searching for center,

rough lesson.

never let go energetically or intent wise.

The journey of aikido is your own at

There is the overthinking basket case

your own pace. No matter how hard it is

part of my brain that is afraid to connect.

lean on your dojo mates, be grateful for their

The attitude of “You can’t handle what I

grace and never give up. Don't give up... the

have to deal with, so I am going to handle it

most beautiful way to grow is through

myself thanks. Bye Felicia” echoes through

Aikido.

me every time I connect. A lack of faith in

Thoughts on Aikido

the ones whom I am connecting to is

By Nicholas Anderson
6

present. Is it the fear of the pain or the fear

th

Kyu Aikido

In my experience, the ability to stay

of connection? Is it the subconscious part of

centered is not taught to us in the modern

my brain that says “You’re going to leave

United States. At school students were often

too, so I’ll leave first and control the

disrespectful and lazy (including myself)

situation, so I don’t have to deal with the

with little regard or appreciation of the

pain of you leaving.” It’s half-hearted

opportunity and fortune that comes with

connection, half-hearted attempts, and half-

growing up in the US and having access to a

fear half-defense.
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public education, rather than growing up

Sensei Miller teaches that Aikido

working in fields or in a factory. The lack of

was created to restore harmony to a crazy

respect for the world around someone, to

screwed up world. MY interpretation of this

me, correlates to a lack of respect for oneself

is the world is crazy and screwed up, but

and the opportunity of life.

that is the harmony of the world. I cannot
change the way other people view the world,

The culture I see in the American

because what makes my opinion any more

media often encourages behaviors that are

valid than someone else’s? To me, Aikido is

reckless and self-destructive. It is not my

a way to harmonize with a crazy screwed up

intention to criticize the certain aspects of

world. The act of stopping an attacker

our culture, but rather to recognize them,

without causing serious injury is valuable,

and to notice the differences between

but hopefully one avoids such a situation.

modern US culture and what I have been

Therefore, to me the ability to stop an

taught in Aikido. Aikido has taught me to

attacker without causing serious injury

try to stay centered and relax. The simple

serves more as a metaphor, a way to move

principle of holding one’s center and

through life without causing any damage on

relaxing helps one to be more aware of their

the world around you, without letting the

surrounding as well as themselves. Rather

world harm oneself. While the culture I have

than viewing situations through a foggy

grown up in has taught me to compete with

emotional cloud, one can objectively

the world around me, Aikido has taught me

observe their surroundings and make a

to harmonize with the world around me by

rational decision. Growing up watching

first fixing myself.

popular television taught me to solve
problems by drinking.
17

Martial arts

way I feel about these martial arts, is that

By Jacob Olson (age 7)
th

6
gup Tang Soo Do/5
Aikido

th

both are challenging, but you need to go on

kyu

one path and you need to follow that path till

I like doing forms in Tang Soo Do.

the end. In Aikido and Tang Soo Do you

Jumping sidekicks are fun. Tang Soo Do

will learn discipline and you will learn

form green two is hard. In Aikido I like

respect because in Tang Soo Do you will be

stretching and Sankyo is my favorite. Tai

told how to not interrupt the Sabom, not to

Chi is fun. It has a lot of stretching. Tai Chi

talk back to the Sabom, or you will get 10

is hard but hard and easy. Tai Chi is hard

pushups. You will maybe get it quickly from

and easy but it’s harder for little kids. It’s

all the pushups you do. Now I will talk

easier for adults. I know white crane, push

about Aikido. Aikido is more of a throwing

palm, lazy about tying coat, and single whip.

art, but it is not very easy to throw someone.

I want to do sword forms one day.

You need to know how to find your center

Aikido and Tang Soo Do

or else your partner can find your center and

By Caleb Babrudi (age 11)

reverse it and throw you. Another thing you

th

6
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Aikido
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kyu

need to know is that you cannot tense up
through the technique because then your

Aikido and Tang Soo Do are two
challenging arts, but when you start to get

partner can find your center and overcome

the hang of them you will be able to do them

it. Overall, you need to be very soft to

pretty well. One thing you have to keep in

overcome an attacker’s center. On the other

mind is that you have to dedicate your life to

hand, Tang Soo Do is not a throwing art but

both of the arts to master them, because it

it is more of a kicking and punching art,

takes one lifetime to master one art. The

more like karate. In Tang Soo Do you will
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learn forms and combinations and also you
brought out my problems to the point of
will test on those combinations and forms
tears while training. It not only teaches you
for your new rank, but it will not ever be
a lesson, it also teaches your opponent a
easy to rank test without being nervous.
lesson in a way the will never forget. Some
Soon you will learn to overcome that
of the pins in the techniques really stretch
nervousness and you will be able to test for
you out and cause discomfort which you
ranks without being nervous. My advice to
will not forget when it comes around again.
anyone is to practice your forms and
combinations over and over again to get a

Also when you are doing the

new rank. Last, but not least, you should

techniques if you have a good uke, he or she

always have good respect and etiquette

will let you know where you are open in a

during class. Both of these arts are very

technique with a counter, which improves

beautiful, but the way you make them

your technique. I enjoy training two arts

beautiful is by being very sharp and very

because it makes me actually have to pay

good at everything that you do in both arts.

attention to my stances, because you can

If you ever want to master any of these arts

very easily mix up your stances. Also

remember that you have to dedicate a

knowing two arts allows me to know how to

lifetime to master them.

counter with not only punches, but kicks,
grabs, and sometimes doing the technique

Aikido/Tang Soo Do

back to the uke. I enjoy Tang Soo Do

By Christ Babrudi (age 14)
th
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because it teaches me how to be serious and
have good etiquette. I also like being

Aikido is a teacher in it that brings

challenged to keep each art to itself and not

your problems out when training. It has
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mix them. Aikido and Tang Soo Do are very

instead of four or more times. This gives

complex and hard to learn, so you must

you the privilege to feel the technique so

practice. Otherwise the instructor will see

you understand it deeper. So, one day in the

the lack of practice while you train. Another

future, I hope to carry on the tradition and

aspect I like about training martial arts is the

the way Sabom/Sensei Miller teaches to the

reward for good hard training which is a

generation after mine.

new rank. Once you get higher into the
An Outsider’s Look at Tang
Soo Do

ranks and train more, you start to actually
understand the previous techniques and pass

By Ben Artus
th

on your new knowledge of the techniques to

6
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others. Some people dread having those

“People still do that?” That’s the question

monster hakamas in the room because they

my friend’s little sister asked me, when she

are able to overpower you center. I take it as

overheard my discussion with a friend about

a learning experience and that I have to

Tang Soo Do. At the time, I laughed and

improve my center and my technique. And

told her that yes, of course people still

not only that, the hakamas help you if you

practice martial arts. Later in that same

are willing to receive the help they provide.

conversation, my friend repeatedly didn’t
believe in some of the “spooky” aspects of

Last, but not least, you have to have

Tang Soo Do, or the incredible feats you can

a good instructor like Sabom/Sensei Miller.

perform if you condition your body (i.e.

I’ve been to many Dojos and experienced

finger strikes or spear hand), regardless of

different types of Aikido and I have seen

how I explained. This made me realize that

that they only show the technique twice

Tang Soo Do is very mysterious to the
20

average person. I think this aura of mystery

Tang Soo Do to be overlooked and forgotten

is a double-edged sword, giving us potential

right along with those suits of armor and

advantages when defending ourselves, but

chariots of ancient history and stories. There

more seriously, it’s a threat to the survival of

are so many benefits of training that could

the art itself. My friend’s little sister sees

help everyone and improve our society, if

martial arts like something from a fairy tale,

we could promote them. Tang Soo Do could

like fighting in a suit of armor or riding in a

improve our health as a nation, offer

chariot. It’s like being a wizard. Now there

structure and guidance to kids when they

are of course merits to trying to preserve the

most need it, and make people think twice

hardcore traditions of the art. It’s a simple

before starting a fight with someone. But

fact that people fear the unknown, and this

most importantly it could bring some core

can be a huge advantage over your

values back into our culture. Institutions that

opponents’ minds and spirits, if you are ever

promote virtuous behavior and responsibility

in a dangerous situation where you must

are increasingly rare. While there may be

defend yourself. If a group of people

merits to keeping an air of mystery and

attacked you and you quickly use your

tradition around Tang Soo Do, I think the art

training to stop one attacker, it’s totally

has a lot of benefits to offer to this country

possible that the other attackers won’t even

and should be promoted, and I would hate to

want to attack you anymore, simply because

see die under mountains of emojis.

they are scared of what you might know.

Tang vs. Cats

However, I think that the obscurity of the art

By Kaitlynn Darrow
5

is a threat to its survival. In our fast-paced,

th
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My life involves receiving a lot of

online, smart-phone society, it’s easy for

different scratches, bruises, and bumps. We
21

have three cats; Pepper, Osa, and Theo. I am

wherever is most inconvenient at that time,

a very clumsy individual on my own, but

and refusing to move unless you pick him up

these three take that clumsiness, and amp it

(this means his nick name wound up

up. Before regularly practicing Tang Soo

becoming butt head). No one is allowed to

Do, I would be covered in minor injuries

hold him for long periods of time though. If

due partially to lack of spatial awareness,

they do, he’ll start scrambling to get away

it’s one of the ways my friends can tell if I

and clawing anything he can reach. His little

have been practicing or not. When I

sister is a little calmer, but not by a lot.

regularly practice, Tang improves this

Osa is Theo’s little sister (they were

spatial awareness so I can better deal with

adopted together). She’s the smallest of the

those evil fluff balls.

three cats with a major small cat syndrome

The cats that we have are all

going on. Osa is convinced that she is an

extremely needy and highly enjoy almost

odd combination of a bear and a mini lion

killing everyone in the household. Theo (the

and should be treated as a queen (because of

fattest one) makes multiple variations of

this, her full name is Osa Regina, which

games by flopping onto the ground right

means bear princess). If she is not treated as

where my feet were about to go, or

such, she will hide on top of cabinets or

wrapping himself around one of my legs.

chairs and swipe at anyone when they walk

Sometimes he lays right on my feet so I end

by. If she is still not treated as such, she will

up tripping over him to avoid hurting him.

slowly crawl into my lap and make herself

He also likes to walk right in front of me,

completely at home. If anyone tries to

stopping inconsistently so I wind up tripping

remove her from my lap she turns into a

myself. His favorite spot to lie in is

hissing, clawing, mini beast that cannot be
22

tamed. We also had to stop giving her cat

there are times when we don’t see her until

nip because she’s a violent drunk. Pepper on

she gets stuck somewhere. She likes to go

the other hand is, for the most part, the

into cabinets or closets without us knowing,

calmest of the three.

and then meowing until we let her out.
These little habits of hers have granted her

Pepper (the oldest) is usually calm,

the nick name of Ghost Pepper.

but is the neediest out of all three. If I’m
walking up, or down, the stairs, she has to

With these three speeding, hiding,

either closely follow me or speed ahead.

and flopping all around the house, I used to

Both of these actions make taking the stairs

be covered in minor injuries. I’d have

a slower and more frustrating process. If

bruises, bumps, and scratches from Theo,

pepper speeds ahead of me, she’ll wait at the

even more scratches from Osa, and more

other end and meow at me until I pat her

bruises and bumps from Pepper racing

head, if I don’t, she’ll continue getting under

about. Tang has come in quite handy lately

foot for a few more minutes. Even though

when dealing with the fluffs, so I now have

she’s calmer than the other two, do NOT

far fewer injuries. The heightened spatial

make her upset. When she does get upset,

awareness from regular practice helps keep

she turns out worse than Osa. We can no

from tripping over the cats, especially with

longer leave any doors open (whether its

Theo flopping around. I no longer trip over

cabinet doors, closet doors, doors for rooms,

Pepper when on the stairs, and can usually

or outside doors) when she is around. She is

avoid Osa’s swats. I’ve also been keeping

over weight for her size, but is a speedy little

Pepper from getting outside or into rooms

twerp. Her favorite thing to do, is to race

by being able to get my foot in her way just

through whatever door is open so fast that

in time. I’m able to reduce the amount of
23

claw marks and cat hair all over me by using

Repetitiveness really does help. You

some of the blocks to keep Osa out of my

will hear this over and over and you may or

lap, and other blocks have come in handy

may not listen. One day you will do the

for keeping the others off of me as well. I

technique and realize everything you have

still trip over them, and Osa gets in a couple

been told is correct. You have been told

of swats now and then, but Tang has helped

multiple times about how to do the

me keep from bleeding and/or dying

technique, the angles, the various circles,

regularly. I’m hoping to get to the point

grip strength, dropping your center and

where I’ll no longer have any claw marks, or

posture and you are so set in your ways that

bruises from tripping on them, the current

you want to do it your way. Little by little

injuries just means I need more practice.

you will correct your deficiencies and
realize that you made the adjustment. When

Becoming Aware

you do the technique correctly it will feel or

By Dauphin Williams
5
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seem fake at first. This is an understatement.

As I continue my journey in Aikido I
There are days when you don't feel

have noticed that I am becoming more and

like going to Aikido. There are days when

more aware of the things I do daily. How I

you don't feel like taking a roll or break-fall.

interact with people and the movements my

You have to get through the door and just do

body makes while at work, at home and

it. You're not going get better by sitting at

training. I have also talked to Sensei about

home eating cheese and crackers watching

how he teaches us things and we don't get it

old Steven Segal movies. You're going to

and then all of a sudden later in life it just

have to put in the effort. Not just training at

dings in our head and we understand.
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the Dojo but practicing in your everyday

black belt, you should continue to practice

life.

and get better. If you do break a bone you
can also practice with one hand like Tenkan

I have caught myself numerous times

and your stretches.

practicing techniques at work and at home
subconsciously. I even ride my "moped"

Two Years in a Snapshot

with more “center” and I can feel the

By Jake Paugh
3

difference. Now I love taking break-falls

rd
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So I’ve struggled with what to write about

and it is exciting when I properly do a

for the last month or so, but as I’m not big

technique. Hard work does pay off and I

on goodbyes this is the only one you will

can’t wait to see what the future holds.

get. With that being said I’d like to take the

Ukemi

next few paragraphs to share some of the

By Samuel Paugh (age 9?)

things I’ve learned over the last two years of

4

th
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training Aikido and 14 months of Tai Chi.

When rolling, extend Ki all the way
through the roll and do not collapse either.

Hopefully, my ramblings give a new

Ukemi is very important to do especially

perspective or a continued hope into your

when doing Tenbin nage and Kaiten nage. If

martial arts training. I am not sure which of

you do not extend your Ki or take the roll

the two arts I enjoy more, but each has given

you may injure yourself or maybe break

me something unique while complementing

your collar bone. Should you break your

the other art.

collar bone it’s good to keep practicing

Aikido has definitely left its mark on

every day and do not practice on friends and

me, looking back two years ago; muscle and

family. You shouldn’t quit when you are a

aggression equaled strength and shear force
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was the call of the day. I seemed to channel

regards to not only ki flow(Chi=Ki), but

my daily stress into muscular tension and try

with being able to better originate all my

to use that throughout my daily life to

movements from my center/one point/ lower

include while practicing Aikido. To this day

Tantien. If anything, I think my greatest

this has been the biggest change for me as

take-away from Tai Chi is the releasing of

now my struggle is to not let my daily

my mind while moving. I feel as though I

stressor sink in, all while trying to be as soft

have a better sense of how to move my own

and fluid as possible. With my attempts at

body, which allows me to move smoother

keeping myself relaxed I have recently

and more fluid through various Aikido

started to notice how the world around me

techniques. Tai Chi has also helped me

has taken my former stance on life, sadly

better understand that I will truly see the

almost to the point of aggravating me. It

most improvement when I do something for

seems that while I am searching to become

myself. In Contrast to Aikido the only real

subtler with the way I interact with the

“goal” of Tai Chi is to better myself through

world around me, I am now finding that I

quasi non-measureable means. My practice

am surrounded by disconnected people who

hasn’t allowed me to throw anyone further

seem to slam and bash their way through

or break bricks with my mind, but I have

life. While initially aggravating, it does

started to learn how my body is supposed to

provide me a not-so-subtle reminder to

move and feel. This has been a very drastic

refocus my mind into my one point and

change from having separated arms and legs

continue down my own path.

to extensions of my center that flow as I
desire. Although I still feel as though I am

I took up Tai Chi with the hopes of

about 20 years of practice away from

accelerating my Aikido development, in
26

proficiency I have begun to see light along

philosophies each time students from

my path.

different Dojo’s train together. It is cool to
see what happens when different ranks get

Versatility

together to train.

By Mike Pinard
3

rd
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Tang Soo Do
This past year has been an eventful
By Tywon Casey (age 9)
one with our Dojo. We have been blessed

3

and fortunate to be invited to a few different

rd
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I like Tang Soo Do because it is fun

Dojos throughout the Colorado area. Each

and it teaches me self-defense. I am learning

opportunity brings new excitement and

a lot and trying to remember all of my

some anxiety and of course meeting new

forms. I am a brown trim now and I need to

people.

work on my stances and aim. It can be
difficult sometimes and I am going to

I have had the pleasure of attending

practice and practice wherever I go, like to

different seminars so to speak with all types

Oklahoma to visit my grandparents. Right

of ranks ranging from the Midwest to the

now, my goal is to practice for red belt. My

south east region. One thing I have taken

teacher’s name is Sabom Miller.

from each seminar is no matter the rank, we
are all there to have fun and learn different

Now that I practice on Monday at

styles of techniques from an art that is

2:15pm with my teacher, I have learned a

grander than life itself.

lot. I will never use Tang Soo Do unless it
has to be used. Sabom Miller’s instructor’s

Versatility comes from being

name is Sabom-Nim Medeiros. Sabom-Nim

flexible. Flexibility comes from being open

Medeiros trained under Grand Master Lee. I

minded. Each opportunity holds true to these
27

started karate because I was getting bullied

know how to solve it, so I learned karate for

and I did not like getting bullied. It gets

self-defense. I have learned a lot form

more difficult every rank because you have

Sabom Miller. He is a very fun teacher. I

to learn more and remember more. Soon I

wish to be a midnight blue belt, and this is

will be a blue top and be able to teach like

my Tang Soo Do goal.

my Sabom.

Determination, Beginners
Insight, Hard but Not
Impossible

Tang Soo Do
By Koson Casey (Age 11)
3
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I love Tang Soo Do! At times it can

rd
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Aikido - Determination

be difficult, but overall it is really fun. I
don't really like it when I can't be at the

I have been feeling that I have

studio when I am sick, but I still try to

started to fall behind in Aikido. I train with

practice mentally. Sometimes I let my

kids and since I’m soft and don’t grab with

emotions get the best of me and I kind of

intent my center grows weak When I train

feel bad when I do. If I work hard enough to

with adults I just can’t do it as easily as

get red belt, I will be happy, but I always get

before. I can recover my center but it’s not

nervous for testing because there are so

enough to move them a lot. I know I should

many people watching me.

not be negative but I reflected on myself and
saw that. I love doing Aikido but it’s hard.

I have been doing karate for four

You have to keep going and harp on it.

years and so far I have passed all of my

When I go to other Dojo’s, they give you

tests. The reason I started karate was

their center but it doesn't help me improve in

because I was getting bullied and I didn't

that way. I learn new moves and I learn new
28

Also, I’m very sensitive, in a way. I

etiquette but not how to use my center any
better most of the time. I do blank out a lot

don't like having deep conversations because

on Japanese names and it’s embarrassing.

I bottle up so much but Aikido has made me

There are good days and bad days but it’s

let it out more. Aikido is hard, but in the end

the effort that counts.

worth it.

I need Aikido sometimes. My

Tai Chi - Beginners Insight

brother is autistic and has mood swings. He

I have just started Tai Chi this

can be happy then aggressive real quick and

summer and it was an accident that led to

I use this to defend myself while not hurting

something I like. One day my

him and when I do hurt him somehow I feel

Uncle/instructor was going to drop me off at

horrible as any brother should but I’m happy

my house because my mom and him are

he is not seriously hurt. There is also bad

good friends and I had to stay another hour

influence from other side of family that

because of Tai Chi sword class. I loved it a

makes him know things a 7 year old should

lot right away. I then got to know the form

not know. But Aikido has also helped me

with them and then went to normal classes. I

understand people better. I can make friends

have become so much more patient that I am

easier because I feel their emotions better.

just bewildered. I also then got a bit of a

Then they like me more. Aikido has helped

shoulder problem for a few days but it was

me in many ways. I don't hurt myself often

something opening up. I felt so good once it

and I heal quicker because I have a better

healed and it’s like any martial art with the

understanding on how to move. Aikido is

center but in English, Tai Chi means grand

hard with your center and I could go on and

ultimate, and it lives up to it. I was lucky

on but you have to feel it.

too; I got to meet Master Chen in Estes Park.
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I am learning the 32 Sword Form,

How you conduct yourself? How do you

the Tai Chi Square Foot From, and Walking

hit? Is your anger in the way? You need to

Crane Qi Gong. I have to catch up so it is

be sharp and ready to go. It’s very

like drinking from a fire hose. Mr. Anderson

demanding yet very worth it. All martial arts

has been right here for me and he even

are last resort for defense because you

showed me how it was similar to my other

should run instead of fight. I never have

arts, so I learned it better. I just like it even

needed Tang Soo Do, but I do know how to

though it’s hard, but I’m thirteen and the

deflate a fight real quick by just making the

slow moves allow me to calm down. It’s

other person back down because you give

hard doing 3 martial arts, but it works for me

intent when you look at them and its scares

even though I have to give 300% effort

them off even if they talk trash and are

which is hard for me. I get mixed up now,

wanting to fight. People think this art is just

but soon everything will even out.

kicks and blocks and punches. It’s not. My
Sabom says martial arts bring issues to the

Tang Soo Do - Hard but not Impossible.

surface and these issues came out and I
Tang Soo Do means the same thing

didn't want them to but I stayed with it.

as Karate-Do. It’s hard and very demanding
There were times when I wanted to

of self-discipline. I do well mostly. My

quit but my family then pushed me back into

ready hand is still bad and needs lots of

it and then it stuck like gum in your hair that

improvement. I think that this art is very

was all slimy and has super glue too. There

hard to keep going with. Yes, this

are days where you don't want to go train

sometimes seems easier than Aikido or Tai

but that's the best time to go. If you are sick

Chi, but it is still just as difficult. How do

or sad or just lazy, it will help you out in the

you hit someone without giving your all?
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world when you’re tired but you can defend

straight A’s in school was something I actually

yourself and the art will help you.

avoided (straight B’s were ok). Even having a
girlfriend was something I would be mocked

Fear and Loathing
about, strangely enough by married parents and

By Eric Lustig
st
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siblings who had their own boyfriends and
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girlfriends.

Do not look upon this world with fear and
loathing. Bravely face whatever the gods
offer. - O’Sensei

I recall getting into fights with other

Fear is perhaps mankind’s greatest

boys in junior high and high school. I was oddly
afraid of winning. Although I could have

foe. It can come in many forms: from fear of

whipped every person I ever tangled with, I

harm, fear of the unknown, to fear of failure.

would always settle for a draw.

One form of fear that is rarely discussed is

While I cannot explain what I feared, I

fear of success. Why or how could

know it was fear that held me back. I know that

somebody fear success, one might ask?

a lot of people I work with, both in the school

Success can set expectations that establish a

and at the Dojo are ridden with fear. Trying

standard for a person’s behavior. As an

something new, particularly a martial art where

educator, I encounter so many brilliant
we know that the day we walk in we are the

young minds that refuse success. It is a
ultimate novice, takes guts. To stick with it and

peculiar phenomenon that I simply cannot

grow in the art takes even more guts.

explain. What I can do, however, is relate
I would be lying if I said there is nothing

this to my own childhood and adolescence.

I fear in the Dojo. Miller Sensei often asks,
Something I have never shared with my
”why are you so tense?” Hello?!! I am far from a
father is my own struggle with success as a
level of confidence to be considered the ideal
child. I was afraid to succeed. Being a star on
uke. I often wonder what technique I am about
the football field was frightening. Having
31

to receive. Am I ready for the fall? Am I ready

I still have fears. Oh yes! I still fear the

to stay ever so slightly ahead of the technique so

unknown, and occasionally hear “noises” in the

that I maintain my commitment to the attack, but

middle of the night that keep me awake. I am

conversely do not get hurt? Am I afraid of

afraid to buy another motorcycle, even though I

success?

spent so many years on one in the past. I fear
death and illness. And I will admit that I fear the

We recently lost a senior student. One
mat, for it is a menacing force that simply exists
who is a good friend, one who was a good
regardless of our intent. Landing wrong can hurt.
Aikidoka, and one who played a large role in my
I have bruised my heels countless times. Landed
growth in the Art. As a senior, I recognize the
on my side and aggravated a hip-flexor to the
importance in my role to be ready as uke for a
point of agony. Banged my elbow, broke a blood
big throw. Without this I will hinge on other
vessel in my forearm, smashed my hand under
students’ ability to learn.
my leg, hit my head, fractured a toe, and the list
I am grateful, as I am no longer afraid of

goes on.

success. When I grew up and left the bird’s nest,
Not a single injury has stopped me from
I realized that one success would always lead to
doing anything in life. In fact, everyone has
another. I knew that I could whip any average
inspired me to try harder: to try new things and
Joe on the street, but also knew that I did not
prove to myself (my greatest doubter) that I am

need to. Straight A’s became the norm. I became

capable. Pain is a constant reminder that I erred.

a successful musician who won awards and to
this day hears his own tunes on the air (cable)

I could turn back the clock and start

waves, and continues to sell music worldwide. I

everything over again. If I had that opportunity

strive to break 80 in golf, and ski with more

one might think that I would change so many

gusto than I did when I was an unbreakable

things in my life. In fact, I would change very

teenager.

few. I would drop out of school again, I would
“experiment” in high school again, and I would
32

go through that period where I was nearly

for the past month so didn't think anything

homeless and definitely malnourished. The only

of it besides I over did it.

things I would do differently are the situations in

A week and a half went by with no

which I lied or stole.

relief. I did however notice new issue that
O’Sensei did not tell us that we are

came up. My balance was not quite right,

weak, or undeserving if we are fearful. He is

was very fatigued, I was dizzy at times and
telling us to face our fears and take them on.

had trouble concentrating and understanding
After all, fears are what the gods are offering

things that I never had issues with before. I

and they will not go away. I really cannot get

decided to go see Master Kim for

into the loathing part. Perhaps that will be my
topic in the next bulletin. However, I will end by

acupuncture. I had seen him before for

saying that if one’s fears lead to a disgust and

another issue that he resolved so I thought,

hatred for those who are successful, then abide

let me see what is going on with me now.

by O’Sensei’s advice, and face them with

When I saw Master Kim, he asked
bravery.

some questions and had me do a few things
Flabbergasted

and immediately knew what the issue was.

By Samantha Painkin
st
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He said he sees this more often than he
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would like. He told me I had a mini stroke

In February of 2016, I was surprised
(Transient Ischemic Attack). I was
with some medical news. The middle of
speechless. I literally had no idea what to
February on one Sunday afternoon, I was
say. I am 30 years old and had a mini
having issues with numbness and tingling on
stroke? I am way too young for this.
my right side along with lower back and
Because I didn't know what to say, Master
siatic pain. I had been working on my house
Kim said he didn't know if I believed him. I
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reassured him that I believe him but, it is

thank you to Sabom-Nim/Sensei Millers

just hard to understand because I am so

help, I have been meditating more regularly

young, I eat healthy and exercise. Master

to help calm my mind and body. Calming

Kim had me work on a lot of deep breathing

the body is not such a hard task. Calming the

and he worked on a few things while I was

mind however, that is another story. That is

there for my session. I was able to have four

something that I really struggle with.

sessions with him. I was feeling better

Another thing I read was that when

already. Master Kim did say that sometimes

you have a mini stroke, you are at high risk

symptoms do arise again and if they do, to

for having a full stroke within the first year.

come see him again. Fortunately enough,

This will be something I will always have to

they have not come back again.

make sure that I keep an eye on since I am

In doing some research on what

more susceptible for a full stroke now. For

causes this, I do not have high cholesterol or

the first few months after my first session

diabetes or a blood clot or high blood

with Master Kim, training was more

pressure. Since I am adopted, I do not know

difficult. While Sabom-Nim/Sensei Miller

my family history so it could be something

would be demonstrating a technique in

that comes from one or both of my birth

Aikido or demonstrating one steps in Tang

parents. I had been having issues with my

Soo Do, I could see what he was doing, I

heart for the past year so that could be part

just couldn't put it together. Another issue

of it. But of course there is always stress. I'm

that I had a lot of trouble with was my

not going to lie; I am very bad at handling

balance. Doing tenkan was very hard. Since

stress. It is something that I have been

tenkan was hard, that meant that most of the

working on not being so stressed out which

techniques were hard to complete. While
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marching in Tang Soo Do, trying to do any

and demand time to recover. Likewise if we

kind of side techniques felt almost

don’t care for and train our mind rightly it

impossible. Kicking was also hard because

will not function properly either.

of course you only have one foot on the

Our mind is susceptible to deceits

ground. I have learned over the years that

whether they be simple illusions or

many difficult things come at you in life

purposeful manipulations. If we do not

from all different directions. It is all about

purpose to think well and clearly, if we do

how you handle these difficulties that makes

not maintain our ability to focus, we will be

you a strong individual who gets to learn

easily distracted and potentially taken

more about themselves with every step.

advantage of. I have asked myself countless
times concerning the recent attack in

Body and Mind

Orlando “How could nearly

By Jesse Elliott
3

rd

Dan Tangsoology

50 people be shot in close quarters and no

Our bodies are amazing. They are

one challenged the attacker?” I have never

strong and flexible, rigid and supple. They

been in a situation like that, so I cannot say

are self-healing and self-diagnosing. They

with certainty what I would have done. It

will continue to function even in extremely

must have been terrifying and intimidating

suboptimal conditions. They adapt and learn

and completely overwhelming. And yet I

constantly. And then there is the mind.

have to believe that someone who has

The mind is all of those things in

trained their body and mind to perform well

much more complicated and fascinating

would have been able to personally mount

ways. And yet both the body and the mind

or collectively lead a counter attack.

can hold us back. If we don’t care for our
body and train it rightly it will get injured
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We have seen it in other incidents

realizes the differences and similarities

where someone who is prepared is able to

between external and internal development,

neutralize the threat. I don’t believe the

and how the two are directly connected.

difference is in the attacker but rather in the

When I refer to external training, I am

victims, not that in any way can it be

referencing the development of one’s

construed to be their fault. But if you were

physical body. Classically speaking, a

to find yourself in that situation, would you

martial arts practitioner develops their

behave differently? We must hope for the

external characteristics to affect, change and

best and yet prepare for the worst.

cultivate their internal qualities.

Train yourself to be observant by

My own personal experiences in the

always being aware. Train yourself to be

martial arts led me to develop externally

prepared by putting yourself in these kinds

first. This is a quite typical and common

of situations. Ignoring the reality or

path for beginners to take. I had low self-

assuming you will never encounter danger is

confidence and esteem when I first started

not responsible. Prepare yourself, and hope

my martial arts training in karate in the early

that you never have to use it.

1990’s. Through vigorous physical training,

External and internal
training

I became stronger and healthier. At the
same time, my self-confidence and self-

By Jude miller sabomnim/sensei

esteem started to improve. In this instance,

5th dan tangsoology/4th dan
aikido

the external focus led to the change in the
internal self, and both eventually started to

As one comes to develop themselves

develop together simultaneously. I was not

in the martial arts, the practitioner slowly

aware of this fact back then, and only came
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to this understanding much later in my

was a silly answer to give even though it

martial arts development.

was correct. I answered that he moved is
right arm, as he was grabbing my right wrist

My first realization in regards to

with his left hand. He told me that I was

internal development came in the summer of

close, but that I needed to work on “feeling”

1997 when I began training in Aikido. The

more.

concepts of ki and energy coming from
within were quite foreign to me, as these

The internal training in this case was

concepts were outside the scope of my

both physical and especially mental, as I had

American style karate training. When I state

to learn to overcome my own lack of self-

internal development, I am referring to a

confidence and embarrassment. A valuable

process that is the opposite of external in the

lesson was learned that day.

path taken. Internal development directly

Over the years, I have also come to

changes the external self over time. During

learn that breathing exercises and meditation

one of my first Aikido classes during that

are an excellent form of internal

summer my instructor, Vernon Medeiros

development. I once heard that an aspect of

Sensei, was lecturing on ki and feeling

the internal martial arts was being able to

energy inside and outside of the body. He

feel what was going on inside your own

called me up for a demonstration and told

body, and this concept has always stuck with

me to close my eyes and feel as he grabbed

me. The lungs are one of the internal organs

my wrist (katate tori). He then said he

in the human body that a person can control

would move another part of his body and

with their thoughts (i.e. hold your breath).

that I had to feel what he moved. He lifted

So, breathing exercises are a great

his right leg off the ground, but I felt that

introductory method for developing that
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sense of “feeling” the inside of your own
body. Combine this with meditation and
visualization exercises, and the mind
becomes strong enough to change the
external body for the better. I believe a
higher level of this is using the mind to
change one’s external circumstances and the
external world around them for the better.
I believe it is important to train and
develop both the internal and the external
aspects of the self as a martial artist. It is
these practices which allow for the term
“artist” to be used, as they are expansive,
creative and not well defined. The
development of the internal and external
lead to what Koichi Tohei Soshu referred to
as mind-body unification, and is imperative
to improvement of the self and the martial
arts.
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doing my combinations with my brother.
The second thing is practicing my
forms at home. The third thing is leading
warm ups. Another thing I like is getting a
Tang Soo Do
By Jose Carranza

new rank and belt. Another thing is learning
new forms and combinations.

Tang Soo Do is a Karate that does a

I like Karate so I can make my

lot of exercise. Tang Soo Do is a hard

family proud and one day be a midnight blue

Karate. There are a lot of different belts in

belt. I also like kicking at targets during

Tang Soo Do. You start at white belt then

class. We learn cool forms like L-5 at

yellow stripe, yellow, green, green trim,

Karate. I also like being in class with other

brown, brown trim, red, red trim and

students. There are many things I like about

midnight blue belt. Tang Soo Do is really

Karate. Practicing my forms, I want to earn

important because if you don’t practice you

my belts to get to midnight blue belts.

won’t get any better and you will get in
trouble.

Punch and kick
By Enrique Garcia (age 8)

Combinations and kicking
By Daniel Garcia (age 7)

When we punch and kick in Karate.

There are a lot of things I like about

High punch and low punch do amazing

Karate. One thing I like about Karate is

things. I want to get my red belt for training
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a lot in Karate. I like to come every Monday
so we can be safe.
Karate
By Keyly Carranza (Age 5)
Tang Soo Do is a disciplined Karate.
With everything you do there you get a great
work out. Tang Soo Do is a traditional
Korean art of Karate. Some things we do in
Tang Soo Do are forms and combinations.
In Tang Soo Do the first thing we do in
forms is L-1 L-2 L-3. The first combinations
you learn are combination 1, 2 and 3. It
takes about many years to get to midnight
blue belt and have a chance to teach Tang
Soo Do.
All the belts in Tang Soo Do you
have white belt, yellow stripe, yellow belt,
green belt, green trim, brown belt, brown
trim, red belt, red trim and finally midnight
blue belt. Also it does not mean you are over
Tang Soo Do if you have a midnight blue
belt. Tang Soo Do is a good and hard Karate
of Korea and great exercise.
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